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Naphthalene dimer: Electronic states, excimers, and triplet decay
Allan L. L. Easta) and Edward C. Limb)

Department of Chemistry, The University of Akron, Akron, Ohio 44325-3601

~Received 17 July 2000; accepted 29 August 2000!

Computations have been performed for the singlet and triplet electronic states of varying
orientations of naphthalene dimer. The dependence of exciton splitting upon orientation and
intermonomer distance was explored. Splittings of triplet states are seen to be nontrivial at typical
bonding distances, commensurate with the splittings of weakly allowed singlet states.
Charge-transfer interaction with the excimer states is seen to be most significant in face-to-face
orientations which can allow closer approach of the two monomers. Predictions of the prominent
features of the singlet–singlet and triplet–triplet absorption spectra agree well with experimental
findings. A spin-orbit channel-counting scheme is introduced to account for observed radiative and
nonradiative decay of theT1 triplet state of the monomer, and then applied to the dimer. The
mechanism has been found for the observed more rapid phosphorescence of theT1 state of the dimer
when placed in orientations lacking inversion symmetry. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Intermolecular aromatic–aromatic interactions in the
cited states, leading to formation of excimers~dimeric spe-
cies that are stable only in the excited electronic state!, are of
fundamental importance in many photochemical reactio
Although much is known about the structure and emiss
spectrum of singlet excimers, there is still considerable
certainty about the stability and structure of triplet excime
and electronic transitions of excimers in general. An i
proved and detailed understanding of excimers would req
relating the electronic states and excitations of dimers
those of the individual chromophores. This particular pro
lem has relevance to photochemical properties of molec
clusters, crystalline solids, polymers, and organized mole
lar assemblies. Unfortunately, theoretical studies of the e
tronic states of excimer-forming systems have been very
ited in scope. With this paper, we hope to improve t
situation substantially in the case of dimers of naphthale

Relating the electronic states and excitations of dimer
those of the monomer is primarily a problem of interchr
mophore interaction. To obtain quantitative energy e
mates, however, this relation requires a second step, na
the consideration of several other effects due to the mole
lar environment. In particular, for dimers that are covalen
linked, the linkages can cause chromophore twisting
puckering, as well as electron donating and withdrawing
fects. This second step is very system-dependent, and
paper will generally ignore this step in order to concentr
on the more important and more general problem of in
chromophore interaction, using unaltered free naphtha
monomers.
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Previous theoretical studies of the excited states of
naphthyl units do exist. Scholes and Ghiggino1 presented a
thorough investigation of the energies of the lowest sing
states of the eclipsed dimer, including the effects of int
monomer separationR, based on minimal-basis-set config
ration interaction~CIS/STO-3G! calculations. Sadygov and
Lim2 modified a standard semiempirical method~INDO/S! to
investigate monomer-orientation dependence of theS0 and
S1 state energies, and theSn←S1 spectrum of the eclipsed
dimer. Gudipati3 used unmodified INDO/S to comput
singlet–singlet excitation energies of various covalen
bonded V-shaped naphthalene dimers. Mukamel
co-workers4 used a specialized method~based on INDO/S!
to computeSn←S0 absorption spectra of covalently bonde
end-to-end naphthalene dimers, relating them to compu
monomer transitions. These and other studies each ha
limited focus, and do not go very far at all in addressing t
nature of the excited states, the size of the state splittin
and other generally related phenomena.

In this study, we utilize and manipulate the existin
INDO/S and CIS quantum chemistry methodologies to m
completely elucidate the electronic states and excimers
free dimers of naphthalene. Several different orientations
separations of the monomers are studied, for the interes
wide-ranging applicability to various covalently bonde
dimers as well as to the free dimer. The present study p
vides three significant advances. The first is the set of qu
tative and semiquantitative potential energy curves forS1 ,
T1 , and several other low-lying states of the dimers, for s
eral monomer orientations. The second is the computatio
wave functions and energies of up to 60 states, their cla
fication with respect to monomer states, and the associ
computation of transition moments and oscillator streng
for S-S and T-T spectra. The third is the discussion of r
diative and nonradiative decay of theT1 state of the dimer,
resulting from the use of a new channel-counting techniq

of
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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II. THEORY

A. Excimer theory

Here we wish to summarize many results of excim
theory which are relevant to this work. First we wish to ma
explicit connections between localized5 and delocalized6 ex-
cimer theory. Let h and l denote the highest occupie
~HOMO! and lowest unoccupied~LUMO! molecular orbitals
of monomerA, andh8 and l 8 denote those of monomerB.
Then the orbitals of the dimer, at long intermonomer d
tances, are either equal combinations ofh with h8, or of l
with l 8, as shown in Fig. 1.

There are four dimer states which arise from the pair
of a ground-state monomer and an excited-state mono
Chandra and Lim referred to these ass, g, d, andr states.6

These four states can be expressed in terms of localize
delocalized wave functions, depending on whether
choose to perform the single electron excitation in the mo
mer orbitals or the dimer orbitals of Fig. 1. For the usual c
of singlet excited states of eclipsed, sandwichlike dimers,
relevant delocalizedwave functions~in Slater-determinan
notation! are

ux1&5225/2u~core!~h1h8!~h1h8!@~h2h8!~ l 1 l 8!

1~ l 1 l 8!~h2h8!#&,

ux2&5225/2u~core!~h1h8!~h1h8!@~h2h8!~ l 2 l 8!

1~ l 2 l 8!~h2h8!#&,
~1!

ux3&5225/2u~core!~h2h8!~h2h8!@~h1h8!~ l 1 l 8!

1~ l 1 l 8!~h1h8!#&,

ux4&5225/2u~core!~h2h8!~h2h8!@~h1h8!~ l 2 l 8!

1~ l 2 l 8!~h1h8!#&,

where ~core! represents the orbitals of all but the last fo
electrons, and the absence or presence of an undersco
dicates an alpha or beta electron, respectively. The rele
localizedwave functions are

uA* B&5221/2u~core!h8h8@hl 1 l h#&,

uAB* &5221/2u~core!hh@h8l 81 l 8h8#&,
~2!

uA2B1&5221/2u~core!hh@h8l 1 l h8#&,

uA1B2&5221/2u~core!h8h8@hl 81 l 8h#&.

At long R values, the above eight wave functions exist
degenerate pairs, so that the true eigenfunctions are the e
mixtures below:

us&5221/2~x11x4!5221/2~A* B2A* B!,

ug&5221/2~x21x3!5221/2~A* B1A* B!,
~3!

ud&5221/2~x22x3!5221/2~A2B11A1B2!,

ur&5221/2~x12x4!5221/2~A2B12A1B2!.

From this correspondence, we see that thes andg states are
ER ~exciton-resonance! states while thed andr states are CT
~charge-transfer, or charge-resonance! states.
Downloaded 10 Jul 2004 to 142.150.190.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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The energy expressions for these four states can be
rived using delocalized theory and then converted to mo
mer orbital notation. The results for relative energies fro
the ground-stateE0 are expressed below for both singlet a
triplet excitations:

E~1s!2E05DE2Jhl12Khl22Khl8
8 ,

E~1g!2E05DE2Jhl12Khl12Khl8
8 ,

E~1d!2E05DE2Jhl8 ,

E~1r!2E05DE2Jhl8 ,
~4!

E~3s!2E05DE2Jhl ,

E~3g!2E05DE2Jhl ,

E~3d!2E05DE2Jhl8 ,

E~3r!2E05DE2Jhl8 .

Here DE is the orbital energy difference (ev1eu2eb

2ea)/2, and the two-electron integrals areJhl5(hhu l l ),
Khl5(hluhl), Jhl85(hhu l 8l 8), andKhl8

8 5(hluh8l 8). Hence,
at longR values, the four charge-transfer states should h
the same energy, and an excimer splitting~exciton splitting!
exists between the1s and1g states, but not between the3s
and 3g states. TheJhl8 andKhl8

8 terms areR-dependent, re-
sulting in a significant attractive potential for the CT stat
and theR-dependent excimer splitting. The excimer splittin
of 4Khl8

8 has also been approximated5 asMA•MB /R3, where
MA andMB are the transition moment vectors of local exc
tations on monomerA or B, respectively.

For didactic purposes, we performed CIS calculatio
~see Sec. III! of these eight states for theD2h-symmetry face-
to-face approach of two ethene molecules, with the res
plotted in Fig. 2. In this case, computed values for the c
stant termsDE, Jhl , andKhl are 15, 11, and 2.5 eV, respe
tively, and the qualitative features are as predicted at largR
values. AtR,5 Å, however, orbital–orbital and state–sta
interactions affect results, most notably the coupling betw
the r CT ands ER states. Scholes and Ghiggino,1 in their
discussion of interchromophore interactions, referred to t
different interaction regions which they called short-ran
~3–6 Å! and intermediate-range~6–150 Å!, and showed that
the basic excimer-theory results hold only in th

FIG. 1. Molecular orbitals in the localized and delocalized excimer theor
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8983J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 20, 22 November 2000 Naphthalene dimer
intermediate-range. Our Fig. 2 demonstrates this as w
Hence, excimer-theory results for the excimer splitting~4Khl8
or MA•MB /R3! should not be expected to hold in dimer
bonding regions of alkenes or planar aromatic systems.

B. S0]T1 transition theory

RadiativeT1 decay~phosphorescence! is forbidden un-
der the usual nonrelativistic Born–Oppenheimer approxim
tion. The decay rate is proportional to the square of the tr
sition moment^S0uM uT1&. Expressions for the forbidde
transition moment can be obtained using perturbation the
where the perturbing Hamiltonian is the spin-orbit Ham
tonianHSO. The result is

^S0uM uT1&

5@^T1uM uT1&2^S0uM uS0&#^S0uHSOuT1&/@E~S0!2E~T1!#

1SSn$^S0uM uSn&^SnuHSOuT1&/@E~T1!2E~Sn!#%

1STn$^T1uM uTn&^TnuHSOuS0&/@E~S0!2E~Tn!#%, ~5!

where the first term is a dipole moment difference term,
second term represents borrowing of intensity from singl
singlet transitions, and the third term represents borrow
from triplet–triplet transitions. Note thatuT1& has three com-
ponents, each of which has its own individual decay rate
polarization direction.

Nonradiative T1 decay can be treated using tim
dependent perturbation theory. Its so-called Golden R7

expresses this decay rate as proportional to the square o
expectation valueH018 5^S0uTnuc1HSOuT1&, where Tnuc is
the nuclear kinetic energy operator and^S0u and uT1& are
eigenfunctions of the full Hamiltonian~including Tnuc and
HSO!. Expressions forH018 can be obtained using regular pe
turbation theory, where the perturbing Hamiltonian is on
the spin-orbit HamiltonianHSO, as in the radiative transition
case. Henry and Siebrand8 applied several simplifying ap
proximations, and their result is

FIG. 2. A plot of the eight states of C2H4 dimer which arise fromp→p*
excitation, as computed from CIS/6-31G. Only the (1s,1g) state pair show
noticeable splitting atR.5 Å.
Downloaded 10 Jul 2004 to 142.150.190.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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H018 5F01̂ S0uHSOuT1&

1F01SQkSSn$~Cnk
2 !* ^S0u]/]QkuSn&* ^SnuHSOuT1&%

1F01SQkSTn$~Cnk
1 !* ^T1u]/]QkuTn&* ^TnuHSOuS0&%,

~6!

whereF01 is the Franck–Condon factor,k is a normal mode
index,n is an electronic state index,]/]Qk is the derivative
with respect to normal modeQk , and Cnk

2 and Cnk
1 are

Qk-dependent coefficients which also include the electro
energy difference denominatorsE(T1)2E(Sn) and E(S0)
2E(Tn). We shall drop theF01 factor, as we did for Eq.~5!.
A further approximation would be to neglect Henry an
Siebrand’s mechanism #2~from Herzberg–Teller expan
sion!, in which case the result is

H018 5^S0uHSOuT1&

1SQkSSn$Ck^S0u]/]QkuSn&* ^SnuHSOuT1&/@E~T1!2E~Sn!#%

1SQkSTn$Ck^T1u]/]QkuTn&* ^TnuHSOuS0&/

@E~S0!2E~Tn!#%, ~7!

whereCk is a Qk-dependent term with no dependence up
electronic energy. Note again thatuT1& has three compo-
nents, each of which has its own individual decay rate.

Both the radiative and nonradiative decay rates can t
be expressed as proportional to the square of an expect
valueW01, this value having the form

W015A01̂ S0uHSOuT1&1SSnASn̂ SnuHSOuT1&

1STnATn^TnuHSOuS0&. ~8!

Equation~8! is written in terms ofspin-orbit channels. For
some molecules, the excited-state sums are dominate
one or two low-lying spin-orbit channels, and only a fe
terms in the sum are needed for reasonable results. Unfo
nately, one could very well ask whether this is the except
or the rule. For many molecules with relatively longT1 life-
times, such as naphthalene, there are no low-lying chan
that dominate, and the summations over excited states
verge very slowly. Even with molecules having lone pairs
electrons, which have significant low-lying channels, o
cannot always get away with considering only the lowe
lying Sn or Tn states. Langhoff and Davidson,9 for instance,
performed calculations for the phosphorescence of H2CO
many years ago, and obtained significant variation in li
times depending on whether they considered only 12 exc
states or 100 of them.

We introduce here a simplechannel-counting schem
which seems to work for naphthalene monomer, and wh
may have general applicability for molecules for which t
above excited-state summations converge slowly. First,
ing molecular orbital theory, we count all possible spin-or
channels, via variousSn andTn states other than Rydberg o
core-excitation states.HSO is a one-electron operator, an
hence can only connect states that differ by one orbital
cupation. In addition, it has only three spatial-symme
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Naphthalene monomer: computed (Sn←S0) absorption spectrum.a

Stateb Symmetryc INDO/S CIS/6-31G CIS/6-311G CASPT2Fd

S011(1Lb) 1B2u S1 3.8 (0.01) S2 5.4 (0.0001) S2 5.3 (0.003) 4.03~0.0004!
S00(1La) 1B1u S2 4.3 (0.22) S1 5.1 (0.16) S1 5.0 (0.16) 4.56~0.05!
S012(1Bb) 1B2u S4 5.5 (1.79) S4 7.4 (2.46) S8 6.9 (2.01) 5.54~1.34!
S11 1B1u S7 6.1 (0.55) S5 7.7 (0.59) S15 7.4 (0.63) 5.93~0.31!
S(h21→3s) 1B3u ¯ ¯ S12 7.4 (0.01) 6.03~0.003!
S(h0→3d1) 1B3u ¯ ¯ S7 6.8 (0.06) 6.50~0.007!
S(h0→3d2) 1B1u ¯ ¯ S21 8.0 (0.02) 6.67~0.002!
S(h0→3d3) 1B2u ¯ ¯ S17 7.7 (0.46) 6.85~0.018!
S22 1B1u S23 7.7 (0.66) S21 10.2 (0.83) S40 9.2 (0.57) 7.16~0.85!

aTable entries: state numberSn , vertical excitation energies in eV, and~in parentheses! oscillator strengthf
values. Transitions to the3B1u , 3B2u and3B3u states are polarized along the short, long, and out-of-plane a
respectively.

bUpperp→p* statesSi j are characterized according to the orbital excitationsh 2 i→l j of the leading term in
the wavefunction~see text for details!, with Platt notation in parentheses. Upper Rydberg states are labele
the explicit orbital excitation involved.

cState symmetries, using the Mulliken~not Pariser! symmetry convention, i.e., the short and long axes arez and
y, respectively.

dFrom Rubioet al. ~Ref. 15!.
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components for singlet-triplet coupling~B1g , B2g , B3g for
D2h systems! which will restrict the number of allowed spin
orbit channels.

Second, we come up with estimates for the typical v
ues of the spin-orbit-coupling magnitudes and theA coeffi-
cients in Eq.~8!, considering different values for differen
types of excited states. These come from eitherab initio
calculation or best guesses. Third, theW01 values are then
computed for eachT1 component, and the results are squa
and averaged to mimicT1 decay rates. This procedure
demonstrated in Sec. IV E for naphthalene monomer.

III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The calculations were performed withGAUSSIAN98.10

Electronic state wave functions and energies were comp
with two methods: the intermediate neglect of different
overlap method for spectroscopy~INDO/S!11 ~called ZINDO
in GAUSSIAN98! and regular configuration interaction~CIS!.12

Both methods consider only single excitations from the r
erence configuration. The active spaces for the CIS exc
tions encompassed all orbitals except the core ones, while
INDO/S we activated 10 occupies and 10 virtuals for na
thalene monomer and 20-and-20 for the dimer.

The INDO/S method is not parametrized for bichr
mophore interactions, and produced a catastrophic failure
R,about 3.6 or 3.7 Å, at which all potential curves becom
extremely and unphysically attractive in every orientatio
Hence, for the generation of excited stateE-versus-R curves
for a wide range ofR values, INDO/S is inappropriate, an
we had to resort to anab initio method which could handle
20-carbon system, namely CIS. For the spectral tables, w
we were more concerned with state ordering and inten
rather than transition energy, we used INDO/S at 3.6 Å
above.

For a gauge of dynamical correlation in Sec. IV B belo
we used Møller–Plesset perturbation theory~MP2!.13

For spin-orbit coupling calculations, we used the sta
averaged determinant-based complete-active-space
consistent field ~CASSCF! technique of Gordon and
l 2004 to 142.150.190.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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co-workers.10,14 The state-averaging weights were give
equally to only theS0 andT1 states, regardless of the stat
selected for the spin-orbit coupling integral. For naphthale
dimer, we used the largest active space we could, which
8 electrons in 8 orbitals~giving 4900 determinants!; fortu-
nately the results seemed quite consistent when smaller
tive spaces~4-in-6 and 8-in-6! were tested. Active spaces fo
the monomer calculations varied from 2-in-5 to 8-in-5, d
pending on the intermediate state involved. The active spa
for the other systems in Sec. IV F were: 4-in-6 for ethe
dimer, and 8-in-6 for the covalently bound dinaphthyl com
pounds.

The size of the system necessitated the use of a lim
basis set, particularly for the CASSCF calculations, and
generally chose the 6-31G set~212 basis functions for naph
thalene dimer!.10 The monomer geometries were held fixe
(RCC51.406 Å, RCH51.08 Å! throughout the study.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Review of monomer Sn]S0 and Tn]T1 spectra

The best summary of the singlet–singlet (Sn←S0) and
triplet–triplet (Tn←T1) electronic spectra of naphthalen
appears in the 1994 paper of Rubioet al.,15 who reproduced
the observed spectra with line positions of 0.5 eV accur
using ab initio methods~CASPT2 for energies and CASS
for transition moments!. Very good results for theS-S spec-
trum were also obtained by Baket al., using SOPPA, anothe
ab initio method.16 Briefly, the experimentalS-S spectra ex-
hibit strong and broad electronic transitions at waveleng
near 220, 205, and 165 nm, respectively, with the 205
band appearing as a shoulder of the more substantial 220
band. The lowest-lyingS1 and S2 states, denoted1Lb and
1La in Platt’s notation, weakly absorb near 310 and 275 n
respectively. The experimentalT-T spectra show a few wea
bands but only one of medium intensity, near 400 nm,
though we predict another to exist in the 200–250 nm ran

Table I compares the monomerS-S spectrum results of
some simpler methods~INDO/S, CIS/6-31G, CIS/6-311G!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE II. Naphthalene monomer: computed (Tn←T1) absorption spectrum.a

Labelb Symmetryc INDO/S CIS/6-31G CIS/6-311G CASPT2Fd

T00 3B1u @1.4 aboveS0# @2.2 aboveS0# @2.3 aboveS0# @3.04 aboveS0#
T011e 3B2u T3 1.7 (0.000) T3 2.1 (0.000) T3 2.0 (0.000) 0.80~0.000!
T021 3B3g T2 1.1 (0.001) T2 1.6 (1025) T2 1.7 (1024) 1.14 (1025)
T031 3Ag T5 2.3 (0.007) T6 3.2 (0.001) T6 3.1 (0.001) 2.18~0.001!
T022 3B3g T11 4.3 (0.395) T10 5.7 (0.543) T21 5.5 (0.319) 2.61~0.097!
T122 3Ag T12 4.4 (0.014) T9 5.4 (0.036) T19 5.2 (0.035) 2.73 (1026)
T121 3Ag T8 3.6 (0.017) T8 5.2 (0.007) T14 4.7 (0.004) 2.81~0.001!
T31 3B3g T7 3.5 (0.001) T7 5.1 (0.012) T15 4.9 (0.073) 3.14~0.001!
T032 3Ag T23 5.7 (0.343) T27 8.1 (0.587) T36 6.4 (0.018) ¯

aTable entries: state numberTn , vertical excitation energies in eV, and~in parentheses! oscillator strengthf
values. Transitions to the3Ag , 3B3g and3B2g states are polarized along the short, long, and out-of-plane a
respectively.

bUpperp→p* statesTi j are characterized according to the orbital excitationsh 2 i→l j of the leading term in
the wavefunction~see text for details!.

cState symmetries, using the Mulliken~not Pariser! symmetry convention, i.e., the short and long axes arez and
y, respectively.

dFrom Rubioet al. ~Ref. 15!.
eThe forbiddenT011 state is included here for reference purposes only.
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against the CASPT2 results of Rubioet al.15 Table II does
the same for theT-T spectrum. The state labelsSi j ~or Ti j !
refer to the orbital excitation (h 2 i→l j ) which principally
characterizes the excited state in molecular orbital theory;
five p and fivep* orbitals are labeled~in increasing order of
energy! h 24 , h 23 , h 22 , h 21 , h 0 , l 0 , l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , l 4 .
A superscripted sign indicates that the state is a roug
equal mixture of the (h 2 i→l j ) and (h 2 j→l i) excitations,
combined with the specified phase. TheSn and Tn state-
counting labels, particularly those of the CIS/6-311G col-
umns~which account for Rydberg states as well!, will give
the reader a rough idea of the number of nonabsorbing
weakly absorbing states omitted from these tabulatio
Note, however, that the INDO/S and CIS methods will n
account for the~generally invisible! states arising from
double or greater excitations.

In Table I, the INDO/S results are seen to be in for
itously good agreement with the more reliable CASPT2
sults, demonstrating 0.3 eV agreement for the pertinent st
below 7 eV. The CIS results are poorer, overestimating
excitation energies and inverting the order of the first t
excited states. The oscillator strengths, listed in parenthe
are in rough accord across the table, with the INDO/S a
CIS intensities being somewhat too large as usual.17 In Table
II, the INDO/S energies are shown to be less accurate for
T-T spectrum, although not as bad as the CIS energies.
agreement amongst oscillator strength computations he
still qualitative, but not as quantitative as in theS-S spec-
trum.

These tables will serve as reference guides for the di
state studies below.

B. Diagrams of E vs. R for various dimer orientations

The preferred orientation of the naphthalene monom
in the free dimer is known definitively only for the single
excimer states, in which the monomers are in an eclips
sandwichlike conformation.18 For the triplet state, an
L-shaped orientation has been hypothesized,19,20 although
this remains unverified. The ground-state dimer may
l 2004 to 142.150.190.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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have a well-defined orientation at all, since recent MP2 c
culations placed four conformations within 1.3 kcal/mol
each other in energy21 and the best computations of th
more-often-studied benzene dimer now imply a fluxion
system with several low-frequency modes.22–24In addition to
the orientation problem, the dependence of state splitti
upon intermonomer distanceR varies considerably with the
nature of the monomer-state, and there is a long-stand
need to determine such dependencies and provide qualit
and semiquantitative energy curve diagrams for comm
chromophore dimers. We hence undertook an examinatio
the energies of dozens of singlet and triplet states of
dimer of naphthalene, as functions of intermonomer dista
R, for several different monomer orientations.

We chose to study five particular orientations: eclips
(D2h), 10°-conrotated ~parallel-displaced, C2h!, 45°-
disrotated ~L-shaped,C2v!, T-shaped (C2v), and crossed
(D2d). The T- and L-shaped orientations are so-called
cause the short axes of their monomers form a ‘‘T’’ or rig
angle, respectively. These orientations appear in Fig. 3.
results of the conrotated dimer were very similar to those
the eclipsed, however, and are not considered any furthe

The electronic state energies were initially comput
with CIS/6-31G, but required several corrections in order
arrive at qualitative and semiquantitative results. First, C
does not account for dynamical electron correlation, a
hence resulted in almost all states being repulsive. Sec
CIS gives poor energy orderings for the monomer sta

FIG. 3. Five hypothetical orientations of the naphthalene dimer.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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which results in poor orderings for the dimer states. Th
significant couplings between exciton-resonance and co
sponding charge-transfer states were underestimated d
the poor CIS monomer energies, resulting in occasional
ticeable errors in excitation energies.

For the first problem, all curves were corrected with
2C/R6 orientation-dependent correlation correction.22 This
orientation-dependent2C/R6 correction was derived from
ground-state MP2/6-31G energies computed at two value
R, and applied equally to each state, using the crude assu
tion that the state-dependence of the dispersive attractio
the two monomers will be negligible on the scale of o
plots.

For the second problem, alls- andg-state curves were
given constant shifts so that their respective dissociation
ymptotes matched the more accurate CASPT2 mono
energies.15 In addition, thed00-state andr00-state CT curves
were given a constant shift so that their dissociation lim
matched the experimental ionization energy of the mono
~65 690 cm21!,25 since these states correlate to the cation
autoionized anion (C10H8

11C10H81e2).
For the third problem, we used a more intricate pro

dure to correct the coupling between ER and CT states.
performed this correction only fors00-r00 interactions~for
all four orientations! andg00-d00 interactions~for all except
the eclipsed orientation!, these being the only ones whic
significantly affected the states of interest. The correct
incorporates the asymptote shifts of the preceding paragr
and involved the following steps:

~1! The two decoupled~diabatic! states were derived from
the data, using the observed CI coefficients.

FIG. 4. Eclipsed naphthalene dimer. Energies~in cm21! of the ground state,
and thes andg products of the monomer3La , 1Lb , 1La , and1Bb states, as
functions of intermonomer separation.
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~2! The interaction matrix element, a function of the orbita

but not the energy gap, was derived from the data.
~3! The two decoupled states were given constant shifts

give correct dissociation asymptotes.
~4! The two states were recoupled using the interaction m

trix element of step-2.

The effects of the decoupling and recoupling in steps~1! and
~4! were divided equally among the two states. For t
T-shaped dimer, step~1! was more complicated because ea
molecular orbital showed a partial preference for one mo
mer or the other, and hence its formula for the fraction of
diabatic CT state in the adiabatic lower-state wave funct
involved the LCAO-MO coefficients as well as the CI one

We also considered corrections for two other possi
weaknesses: the small 6-31G basis set and basis set sup
sition error~BSSE!. We investigated possible improvemen
on MP2/6-31G energies using the larger 6-311G(2d,p) ba-
sis set and the counterpoise correction,26 respectively, and
although both effects were on the order of 500–1700 cm21 at
ground-state geometries, they in fact cancelled each othe
within 500 cm21. A similar observation was made by Jaf
and Smith for benzene dimer.22 Hence, we made no furthe
corrections to the data.

Figures 4 through 7 show the results for the ground s
and thes andg combinations of the3La , 1Lb , 1La , and1Bb

states of naphthalene. These figures are, to our knowle
the first qualitatively accurate plots of theR-dependence of
these states in any orientation. We will mention three p
sible theoretical weaknesses in these curves. One is tha
CIS splittings may be a bit too large, as seen in our calcu
tions on 1,3-diphenylpropane.27 Another is that the expecte

FIG. 5. L-shaped naphthalene dimer. Energies~in cm21! of the ground state,
and thes andg products of the monomer3La , 1Lb , 1La , and1Bb states, as
functions of intermonomer separation.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8987J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 20, 22 November 2000 Naphthalene dimer
accuracy of the predicted binding energies is only ab
2000 cm21, which prevents our use of these figures alone
make conclusions on the preferred orientations of vari
states. A third weakness is that the calculations, based
ground-state orbitals, do not allow for the differences in s
tial extent that is known to exist between the electron de
ties of a triplet state and its corresponding open-shell sin
state. With the caveats stated, we now proceed to dis
these figures.

For R.5 Å ~6 Å for the T- and L-shaped orientations!,
CT state interaction and orbital overlap effects are minim
and the observed splittings are excimeric in nature. For
eclipsed dimer, a large excimer splitting is seen for
bright, long-axis-polarized1Bb (S011) state, a smaller split-
ting for the short-axis-polarized1La (S00) state, and very
little splitting for the long-axis-polarized1Lb (S012) state.
For the crossed dimer, excimer splittings disappear beca
the monomer transition momentsMA and MB are perpen-
dicular, and hence the dot product in theMA•MB /R3 rule is
zero. The excimer splitting of the1La state was expected t
disappear for the T- and L-shaped orientations also, since
short axes of the monomers are perpendicular in these c
also, but an excimer splitting is seen for the L-shaped ori
tation. This we attribute to rotation ofMA andMB due to the
presence of the other monomer in an asymmetrical posit
The triplet s00 and g00 states show no excimer splitting i
any orientation.

In bonding regions, however, CT interaction and oth
effects are significant, and in some cases are theleading
contributors to state stability. CT interaction is the strong
for the eclipsed and crossed orientations, which can affo
very close approach of the two monomers. CT interactio

FIG. 6. T-shaped naphthalene dimer. Energies~in cm21! of the ground state,
and thes andg products of the monomer3La , 1Lb , 1La , and1Bb states, as
functions of intermonomer separation.
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one of the reasons~the other being the excitation resonanc!
for the 1s00 state being the lowest singlet excited state
these two orientations, despite the fact that its parentS00

state is only the second-lowest excited state in the monom
It is also the reason for the surprisingly bound wells in t
triplet states of these two orientations, and for the3s00-3g00

splitting being as large as that of1s011-1g011. The CT in-
teraction effect is weak for the T-shaped orientation, des
the existence of an additional feature: in this orientation
monomers are inequivalent, which forces thed00 andr00 CT
states to mix and creates a CT state which lies lower t
usual.

We suspect that the trueT1 states are not as well boun
as they appear in the eclipsed and crossed orientations,
the problem lying possibly in the use of ground-state orb
als, or the use of a common MP2 correction. If this bindi
is indeed too enhanced, then the triplet excimer may exis
several different orientations, or even be rather fluxiona
nature.

These calculated figures offer predictions for all kinds
excimer properties, from preferredR values to expected
wavelengths of absorption, fluorescence, and phospho
cence.

C. Analysis of dimer Sn]S0 spectra

For modeling of the absorption or fluorescence exc
tion spectrum of naphthalene dimer, we used the INDO
method for intensity reliability. Table III shows our INDO/S
results for several singlet states of the dimer, at the eclip
~sandwich! and 20°-disrotated~V-shaped! orientations, at in-

FIG. 7. Crossed naphthalene dimer. Energies~in cm21! of the ground state,
and thes andg products of the monomer3La , 1Lb , 1La , and1Bb states, as
functions of intermonomer separation.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE III. Naphthalene dimer: computed (Sn←S0) absorption spectrum.a

Monomer Dimer Eclipsed dimer,R53.8 Å V-shaped dimer,R54.4 Å

Sn E(eV) f
State
label Sn E(eV) f

M vector
~a.u.! Sn E(eV) f

M vector
~a.u.!

S1(S011) 3.85 0.01 s1 S1 3.76 ¯ ¯ S1 3.81 ¯ ¯

g1 S2 3.84 0.01 0.30,x S2 3.84 0.01 0.35,x
d1 S11 5.45 0.65 2.20,x S12 5.58 1.71 3.53,x
r1 S13 5.62 ¯ ¯ S13 5.75 ¯ ¯

S2(S00) 4.27 0.22 s2 S3 3.99 ¯ ¯ S3 4.06 0.08 0.88,y
g2 S4 4.28 0.33 1.78,z S4 4.29 0.32 1.75,z
d2 S5 4.73 0.02 0.46,z S5 4.85 0.01 0.27,z
r2 S6 4.90 ¯ ¯ S6 5.00 0.00 0.16,y

S3 5.40 ¯ s3 S8 5.28 ¯ ¯ S8 5.31 ¯ ¯

g3 S9 5.38 ¯ ¯ S9 5.39 0.01 0.27,x
S4(S012) 5.48 1.79 s4 S7 4.95 ¯ ¯ S7 5.16 ¯ ¯

g4 S18 5.88 2.12 3.84,x S15 5.79 1.79 3.55,x
d4 S14 5.63 0.77 2.36,x S17 5.89 0.02 0.37,x
r4 S19 5.92 ¯ ¯ S18 5.94 ¯ ¯

S5 5.51 ¯ s5 S10 5.41 0.00 0.01,y S10 5.47 0.00 0.01,y
g5 S12 5.47 ¯ ¯ S11 5.50 0.00 0.02,z

S6 5.82 ¯ s6 S16 5.78 ¯ ¯ S14 5.78 ¯ ¯

g6 S17 5.78 0.00 0.02,x S16 5.79 0.01 0.23,x
S7(S11) 6.07 0.55 s7 S15 5.75 ¯ ¯ S19 5.97 0.13 0.95,y

g7 S21 6.07 0.85 2.39,z S21 6.14 0.90 2.44,z
d7 S29 6.59 0.16 0.98,z S33 6.72 0.01 0.20,z
r7 S34 6.71 ¯ ¯ S34 6.74 0.00 0.01,y

S23(S
22) 7.73 0.66 s23 S57 7.46 ¯ ¯ S56 7.51 0.13 0.83,y

g23 S65 7.71 1.31 2.64,z S62 7.73 0.77 2.02,z

aAll results, includingSn numbering, are from INDO/S calculations. The oscillator strengthf is for the transition
from the ground (S0) state. Transition moment directions are given by axis, wherex is the long axis of each
monomer andy is the intermonomer axis.
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termonomer distances thought to be plausible for theS0 state
based on Figs. 4 and 5. The V-shaped orientation data
included here for the later discussion of dimer phospho
cence, and also provide a demonstration of the effect of
particular orientation displacement. The dimer states are
beled according to the notation of Sec. II A; for each mon
mer stateSn there corresponds the four statessn , gn , dn ,
and rn , with the latter two denoting the states of predom
nantly charge-transfer character. The table is arrange
such a way as to see how the intensity in the dimer spect
arises from the intensity in the monomer spectrum. Note
the Sn labels are numbered according to INDO/S order
and will not exactly correspond to the true state ordering

For Sn←S0 monomer transitions which are long-axi
polarized (S1 ,S4 ,...) orshort-axis polarized (S2 ,S7 ,...), the
dimer Sn←S0 transitions to thes andr states are forbidden
for eclipsed or conrotated~parallel-displaced! geometries.
This means that in the dimer orientations thought to pre
for singlet excimers or the ground state,S12S0 transitions
are very weak. For disrotated~V-shaped! dimers, the same
situation occurs for the long-axis-polarized transitions,
for the short-axis-polarized ones the four correspond
states will all provide allowed transitions.

Normally the excimer splitting~betweens andg states!
is far smaller than the gap between the excimer and cha
transfer states. However, for theS4 monomer state, INDO/S
gives an excimer splitting of roughly 1 eV, placing th
strongly allowedg4 state in the vicinity of thed4 state, lend-
ing intensity to it as well as to thed1 state.
l 2004 to 142.150.190.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Hence, the most substantial changes to the naphtha
Sn←S0 absorption spectrum upon dimerization should be
varying blue shifts ofSn to gn , with two charge-transfer
bands appearing between 5.5 and 6 eV.

D. Analysis of dimer Tn]T1 and Sn]S1 spectra

Table IV shows our INDO/S results for several tripl
states of the dimer, again at the eclipsed and 20°-disrot
orientations, at slightly smaller intermonomer distances th
those used in Table III. While our Fig. 4 suggests that theT1

state prefers even smaller values ofR, we are reluctant to use
INDO/S for such values~see Sec. III!. This table is arranged
similarly to that of Table III, but with energiesE and oscil-
lator strengthsf corresponding toTn←T1 transitions. Note
that the absolute transition energies arepoor predictions in
this case, because of INDO/S inaccuracy for triplet state e
ergies, as we demonstrated for the monomer in Table
However, thes-g andd-r splittings should be unaffected b
these absolute errors.

For Tn←T1 monomer transitions which are long-axi
polarized (T2 ,T11,...) or short-axis polarized (T5 ,T8 ,...),
the dimerTn←T1 transitions to theg and d states are for-
bidden for eclipsed or conrotated geometries. This is op
site to the rule forSn2S0 transitions, caused by the fact th
the lower state of transition here is already as state. For
disrotated dimers, the four states corresponding to e
short-axis-polarized transition are all allowed, just as for
Sn2S0 spectrum.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE IV. Naphthalene dimer: computed (Tn←T1) absorption spectrum.a,b

Monomer Dimer Eclipsed dimer,R53.6 Å V-shaped dimer,R54.2 Å

Sn E(eV) f
State
label Tn E(eV) f

M vector
~a.u.! Tn E(eV) f

M vector
~a.u.!

T1(T00) 0.00 ¯ s1 T1 0.00 ¯ ¯ T1 0.00 ¯ ¯

g1 T2 0.09 0.00 0.10,y T2 0.07 0.00 0.09,y
d1 T13 3.21 0.10 1.14,y T13 3.29 0.11 1.14,y
r1 T14 3.31 ¯ ¯ T14 3.41 0.00 0.20,z

T2(T021) 1.15 0.00 s2 T3 1.15 0.00 0.26,x T3 1.15 0.00 0.27,x
g2 T4 1.23 ¯ ¯ T4 1.20 ¯ ¯

T3(T011) 1.69 ¯ s3 T5 1.59 ¯ ¯ T5 1.64 0.00 0.01,x
g3 T6 1.71 ¯ ¯ T6 1.68 ¯ ¯

d3 T24 4.05 ¯ ¯ T25 4.23 ¯ ¯

r3 T25 4.17 ¯ ¯ T27 4.27 0.00 0.11,x
T4 2.15 ¯ s4 T7 2.06 ¯ ¯ T7 2.14 0.00 0.06,z

g4 T8 2.18 0.00 0.03,y T8 2.17 0.00 0.04,y
T5(T031) 2.28 0.01 s5 T9 2.22 0.01 0.37,z T9 2.22 0.01 0.36,z

g5 T11 2.30 ¯ ¯ T10 2.28 0.00 0.03,y
T8(T121) 3.63 0.02 s8 T17 3.60 0.03 0.61,z T17 3.67 0.03 0.59,z

g8 T18 3.70 ¯ ¯ T18 3.72 0.00 0.03,y
T11(T

022) 4.29 0.40 s11 T23 3.98 0.39 2.00,x T23 4.02 0.39 2.00,x
g11 T27 4.22 ¯ ¯ T24 4.19 ¯ ¯

T23(T
032) 5.74 0.34 s23 T51 5.35 0.30 1.50,z T53 5.58 0.26 1.37,z

g23 T56 5.59 ¯ ¯ T56 5.71 0.01 0.32,y

aAll results, includingTn numbering, are from INDO/S calculations. The oscillator strengthf is for the transition
from the lowest triplet (T1) state. Transition moment directions are given by axis, wherex is the long axis of
each monomer andy is the intermonomer axis.

bEnergies listed are relative toE(T1) in each case. Computed values ofE(T1)2E(S0) in each case are: 1.43 eV
~monomer!, 1.41 eV~eclipsed dimer!, 1.45 eV~V-shaped dimer!.
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Note the appearance of the charge-transfer bandd1

←s1 (3d00←3s00), polarized along the intermonomer axi
This band has intensity because the upper and lower s
are both of mixed exciton resonance/charge resonance c
acter. The intensity of this band is extremely sensitive
intermonomer distance, which we demonstrate in Fig. 8.
this figure, we recomputed theT-T spectrum of eclipsed
dimer at three other values ofR, and plotted the results usin
Gaussian line shapes. The intensity of the CT band dou
for a mere 0.2 Å reduction inR. The other band appearing i
the plotted range is thes11←s1 (3s022←3s00) band.

FIG. 8. The predictedTn←T1 absorption spectrum of eclipsed naphthale
dimer, computed at four values ofR. Results are from INDO/S calculations
with the poor transition energy predictions reduced by 2.4 eV~before con-
version to wavelength! to mimic reality.
l 2004 to 142.150.190.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Hence, the most substantial changes to the naphtha
T-T absorption spectrum upon dimerization should be a
shift of the T022←T00 band ~due to splitting ofT022 into
3s022 and 3g022! and the appearance of the3d00←3s00

charge-transfer band at lower energy.
We also computed the eclipsed dimerSn←1s00 spec-

trum at R53.6 and 3.8 Å, although we do not tabulate t
results. This spectrum differs from theTn←T1 spectrum of
Fig. 8 in two major ways:~i! the two major bands,d00

←s00 and s022←s00 are at longer wavelengths, sinc
E(S1).E(T1), and ~ii ! the T-T 3s022←3s00 band is split
into two. Another significant difference is that the brig
1d00←1s00 and normally dark1g00←1s00 transitions are
nearly equal in energy atR53 Å, which allows a route to
populating the dissociative1g00 state via infrared absorption
of the 1s00 excimer.

E. Analysis of monomer S0]T1 transitions

Before we addressS0←T1 transitions of model naphtha
lene dimers, we wish to review and comment on theS0

←T1 transitions of naphthalene monomer.
For the phosphorescence of naphthalene, experime

results were quantitatively reproduced by Knuts, A˚ gren, and
Minaev,28 who used linear response theory to compute a
diative lifetime of about 1 min, with decay rate ratios
kx :ky :kz5140:1:0 indicating overwhelmingly out-of-plane
polarization. To investigate which spin-orbit channels are
tive in this process, we computed spin-orbit coupling in
grals with twenty intermediate states, and found no term b
ger than 7 cm21. This is unlike the formaldehyde case whe
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE V. NaphthaleneT1 phosphorescence: intermediate state table.a

Intermediate
type Symmetry

# of
channels ^HSO&, cm21 ^E&, eV ^M &,b a.u. ^A&, a.u./eV

T(p→p* ) 3B3g 6 0.4 7 0.4y 0.0571
T(s→p* ) 3B2g 25 3 12 0.1x 0.0083

3B1g 23 3 12 0 0
T(p→s* ) 3B2g 25 3 12 0.1x 0.0083

3B1g 23 3 12 0 0
T(s→s* ) 3B3g 92 3 20 0.03y 0.0015
S(p→p* ) 1B2u 4 0.4 7 0.4y 0.1000
S(s→p* ) 1B3u 5 3 12 0.1x 0.0111

1Au 4 3 12 0 0
S(p→s* ) 1B3u 5 3 12 0.1x 0.0111

1Au 4 3 12 0 0
S(pp→p* p* ) 1B2u 10 0.4 8 0 0
S(sp→p* p* ) 1B3u 46 3 18 0 0

1Au 40 3 18 0 0
S(pp→p* s* ) 1B3u 46 3 18 0 0

1Au 40 3 18 0 0
S(sp→p* s* ) 1B2u 184 3 23 0 0

aThese data are used for evaluation of Eq.~8!, where^A& is ^M &/@^E&2E(T1)# for intermediate singlet states
and ^M &/^E& for intermediate triplet states. The choices for the expectation values are based on explo
calculations; see text for details.

bThe x andy polarization directions correspond to the out-of-plane and long axes, respectively.
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there were terms on the order of 50 cm21,9 but similar to the
ethene case where the two largest terms are roughly 20
10 cm21.29 Hence, in the expression for the radiative tran
tion dipole moment@Eq. ~5!#, the summations display rathe
slow convergence, and many spin-orbit channels will c
tribute. However, we can use a channel-counting sche
~Sec. II B! to account for the observed polarization directio

Since the symmetries~in our axis convention! for theS0

and T1 states areAg and B1u , and since the spatial
symmetry components ofHSO have symmetryB1g , B2g , or
B3g , the direct spin-orbit channel^S0uHSOuT1& is forbidden.
For the intermediary channels, the allowed singlet interm
diate states for̂SnuHSOuT1& areAu , B2u , andB3u , and the
allowed triplet intermediate states for^S0uHSOuTn& areB1g ,
B2g , and B3g . Our 20 computed examples of these ter
suggests that coupling strength comes in just two classe
this molecule: a weak coupling tos→s* , s→p* andp→s*
states~range 0.2–6.6 cm21!, and a very weak coupling to
p→p* states~range 0.3–1.4 cm21!. The channel counts an
typical coupling values appear in Table V.

For radiative transitions, the allowed singlet states
^S0uM uSn& transitions areB3u , B2u , andB1u ~for x, y, andz
polarization, respectively!, and the allowed triplet states ar
B2g , B3g , andAg for ^TnuM uT1& transitions. Comparing this
with the allowed spin-orbit channels, we see connecti
only for x-polarized phosphorescence~B3u singlets andB2g

triplets! and y-polarized phosphorescence~B2u singlets and
B3g triplets!. We next want the A coefficients in Eq.~8!, and
the crucial quantities are the transition moments and ener
to the intermediate states. These quantities can vary trem
dously, and therefore ‘‘best guesses’’ as to a crude ave
value are required. Our choices, based on INDO/S and R
et al.,15 also appear in Table V. Using the data of Table V f
each polarization direction, we obtainWx

2:Wy
2:Wz

2 ratios of
5:1:0, which qualitatively agree with the old 10:1:1 expe
l 2004 to 142.150.190.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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mental estimates of Sixl and Schwoerer,30 and the 140:1:0
ratios of the linear response calculation.28

For nonradiative transitions, we can employ a simi
procedure. We have already counted the spin-orbit chann
Allowed ^S0u]/]QkuSn& couplings to valid Sn spin-orbit
channels requireQk ~normal mode! symmetries ofB3u , Au ,
or B2u . Allowed ^Tnu]/]QkuT1& couplings to validTn spin-
orbit channels require the same threeQk symmetries. To
determine the A values of Eq.~8!, one also needs to conside
intermediate state energies, number of normal mode s
channels of each symmetry, and magnitudes of
Qk-dependent termsCk and ^]/]Qk&. The Qk-dependent
quantities are difficult to estimate in a general way, a
somewhat too far removed from the crude purposes of
present study. In addition, the approximations inherent
Eqs. ~6! and ~7! may be somewhat crude as well. We w
settle for presenting a set of choices which reproduces
perimental rate ratios, and leave the verification of the c
sen ‘‘best guess’’ values for future research. We use Eq.~7!,
set allCk equal to a constant, and use the data presente
Table VI. From this data, we obtainWx

2:Wy
2:Wz

2 ratios of
1:14:11 for the threeT1 components, which mimics the ex
perimental ratios of 1:12:7.30

F. Analysis of dimer S0]T1 transitions

We now wish to apply this channel-counting scheme
triplet-state decay for various orientations of naphthale
dimer, in hopes of shedding some light on possible orien
tion dependence of the decay rates. Before we applied
channel-counting scheme, however, we needed some c
lations to learn more about spin-orbit coupling in dimers.

To understand the dimer orientation effects upon sp
orbit coupling, we computed thêS0uHSOuT1& coupling inte-
gral for various orientations andR values of the simpler
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE VI. NaphthaleneT1 nonradiative decay: intermediate state table.a

Intermediate
type Symmetry

# of
channels

^HSO&,
cm21

^E&,
eV N(Qk)

^]/]Qk&,
Å21 ^A&, Å21/eV

T(p→p* ) 3B3g 6 0.4 7 8 1 1.143
T(s→p* ) 3B2g 25 3 12 4 1 0.333

3B1g 23 3 12 4 1 0.333
T(p→s* ) 3B2g 25 3 12 4 1 0.333

3B1g 23 3 12 4 1 0.333
T(s→s* ) 3B3g 92 3 20 8 0.1 0.040
S(p→p* ) 1B2u 4 0.4 7 8 1 2.000
S(s→p* ) 1B3u 5 3 12 4 1 0.444

1Au 4 3 12 4 1 0.444
S(p→s* ) 1B3u 5 3 12 4 1 0.444

1Au 4 3 12 4 0 0.444
S(pp→p* p* ) 1B2u 10 0.4 8 8 0 0
S(sp→p* p* ) 1B3u 46 3 18 4 0 0

1Au 40 3 18 4 0 0
S(pp→p* s* ) 1B3u 46 3 18 4 0 0

1Au 40 3 18 4 0 0
S(sp→p* s* ) 1B2u 184 3 23 8 0 0

aThese data are used for evaluation of Eq.~8!, where^A& is Ck N(Qk)^]/]Qk&/@^E&2E(T1)# for intermediate
singlet states, andCk N(Qk)^]/]Qk&/^E& for intermediate triplet states. The choices for the expectation va
are based on exploratory calculations; see text for details.
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(C2H4)2 system. It was difficult to detect any orientatio
dependence of this coupling, because of the strong expo
tial decay of the coupling with increasingR, but the orienta-
tion dependence did seem rather small when comparing
ues at realistic values ofR.

We turned to the naphthalene dimer, and began to c
pute spin-orbit couplings of theT1 state to several interme
diatep→p* Sn states. We soon made the following impo
tant discovery: there areno valid spin-orbit channelswhich
contribute toT1 radiative decay in the eclipsed and conr
tated orientations. The reason for this is inversion symme
In naphthalene dimers that possess a center of inversion
S0 and T1 states are of gerade symmetry. Since the spa
parts of theHSO operator are also gerade, only gerade int
mediate states can be allowed spin-orbit channels. Howe
gerade intermediates cannot contribute toT1 phosphores-
cence because the axial components of the transition di
operatorM are of ungerade symmetry, which causes th
S02Sn or Tn2T1 transitions to be forbidden. Therefore, r
diative decay of theT1 state of naphthalene dimer must b
significantly more rapid in orientations which do not poss
inversion symmetry, such as the disrotated andT-shaped ori-
entations.

Understanding this, we computed spin-orbit couplings
the T1 state to six intermediatep→p* Sn states~1g1 , 1d1 ,
1s2 , 1g2 , 1g4 , 1d4!, but for only the 20°-disrotated~V-
shaped! dimer at R54.4 Å. The values, which appear i
Table VII, are all less than 0.5 cm21; these small values ar
understandable since they are all zero when the dimer is
disrotated. Table VII also lists data garnered from Tables
and IV pertinent to phosphorescence@Eq. ~8!#. Note that
these A values are larger than those in Table V, partly
cause INDO/S has overestimated theS-S transition
moments.17

We also calculated the direct spin-orbit coupling ofT1 to
S0 , ^S0uHSOuT1&, for the free dimer in eclipsed (R53.8) and
l 2004 to 142.150.190.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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V-shaped (R54.4) orientations@^HSO&50.3 cm21 in both
cases#. We also computed this integral for realistic structur
of two covalently bound naphthalene dimers. The Ago
dimer31 is a 55°-disrotated form withR54.7 Å, for which
^HSO&51.0 cm21. The DBB dimer, syn-@4.4#@1,5#-
naphthalenophane,32 is an eclipsed dimer with two buty
bridges connecting the 1 and 5 positions, withR53.0 Å be-
tween the 1 and 5 positions andR53.4 Å between the 4 and
8 positions, for whicĥ HSO&51.0 cm21 as well. These val-
ues are sufficiently small that we expect radiative and n
radiative decay in these systems to be dominated by cu
lative contributions from intermediate states.

Next we applied the channel-counting scheme forT1

radiative and nonradiative decay, for several orientations
naphthalene dimer:D2h eclipsed,C2v disrotated,C2h conro-
tated,C2h puckered~where the monomers have been be
closer at the 1 and 5 positions, to mimic the DBB dim

TABLE VII. V-shaped dimer: computed spin-orbit couplings, and oth
data relevant for radiativeT1 decay.

Sn Symmetry
^SnuHsouT1&,

a

cm21

E(Sn)
2E(T1),b

eV
M (Sn2S0),c

a.u.
A,d

a.u./eV

1g1(1g011) 1B1 0.4,z 0.8 0.35,x 0.4
1d1(1d011) 1B1 0.0 2.6 3.53,x 1.4
1s2(1s00) 1B2 0 by symmetry 1.1 0.88,y 0.8
1g2(1g00) 1A1 0.0 1.3 1.75,z 1.3
1g4(1g012) 1B1 20.1,z 2.8 3.55,x 1.3
1d4(1d012) 1A2 20.1,z 2.9 0.37,x 0.1

aSpin-orbit couplings are from CASSCF~8-in-8!/6-31G calculations,R
54.4 Å, 20° disrotation.

bEnergies obtained from Table III, subtracting 3 eV for the energy of
dimer T1 state.

cTransition moments are from Table III; directions are given by axis, wh
x is the long axis of each monomer andy is the intermonomer axis.

dThe A parameter is for Eq.~8!; see footnote a of Table V.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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above!, andC2v T-shaped. For the T-shaped case we app
the scheme for both the3B1 and3A1 states because they a
both candidates for the actualT1 state ~see Fig. 5!. The
channel-counting and Eq.~8! evaluations were performed o
computer with roughly 500 lines of FORTRAN code. Unfo
tunately, values for̂HSO&, ^E&, ^M &, and^]/]Qk& are dif-
ficult to assess for high-lying states of these dimers,
hence we have kept them fixed at their monomer valu
Admittedly, this is a poor approximation. However, th
choice has the benefit of placing the effect of orientat
solely in the number of spin-orbit channels and the num
N(Qk) of corresponding allowed normal modes. Our ‘‘id
alized’’ results, therefore, will be more reflective of the num
ber of contributing channels for each orientation, rather th
the actual relative rates.

The end result of these calculations areW-values@Eq.
~8!# for each of the three triplet components, which w
square to obtain component decay rates, and then avera
obtain the high-temperatureT1 decay rate. The results appe
in Fig. 9, expressed as decay rates relative to those of
other orientations, for both the radiative and non-radiat
cases. ForT1 radiative decay, we see the result~stated ear-
lier! that there is no allowed phosphorescence from dim
having a center of inversion symmetry. As forT1 nonradia-
tive decay, theD2h form decays more slowly than the oth
forms due to much fewer allowed spin-orbit channels, wh
amongst the lower-symmetry forms there is only a 25
variation in the predicted idealized decay rate, as based
available spin-orbit channels. Note, however, that for sm
conrotations, disrotations, or puckerings, the nonradiative
cay rates of these three forms must be near the eclip
dimer rate, so that the effect of their extra allowed chann
is important only for significant deviations from theD2h

eclipsed form.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

The various computational results of Sec. IV, other th
Figs. 4–7, are largely qualitative in accuracy because of
approximations involved. In addition to this, the comparis

FIG. 9. ‘‘Idealized’’ T1 state decay rates, relative to the fastest rate in e
of the two cases. Results are from our application of a spin-orbit-chan
counting scheme; see text.
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of monomer results to free dimer results is only the first s
in modeling the results of covalently bonded dimers, wh
also contain ring puckering and other effects. However, t
first step is the most important step in understanding
spectroscopy and the photophysics of naphthalene dim
either free ones or covalently bonded ones, and these re
already provide important predictions that can be compa
with the experimental results. Among these are:

~1! The triplet excimers of naphthalene are predicted
be more stable than the van der Waals ground state, but
in a face-to-face monomer arrangement, in which their bi
ing energies can be enhanced by CT interaction~Sec. IV B!.

~2! Whereas the singlet excimer is stabilized by excit
resonance as well as CT interaction, the triplet excime
stabilized mostly by CT interaction. As such, the binding
significantly smaller for the triplet excimer3s00 as compared
to the singlet excimer1s00 ~Sec. IV B!.

~3! Unlike the singlet excimer, which clearly prefers a
eclipsed~sandwich-pair! geometry due to stabilization by ex
citon resonance as well as charge resonance, the triplet e
mer may adopt other conformations as well~Sec. IV B!.

~4! For the triplet excimer of eclipsed geometry, th
3s-3g splitting is nontrivial, commensurate with the splittin
of the weakly absorbing1Lb state~Sec. IV B!.

~5! S1(1s00)-S0 transitions are forbidden for eclipse
dimers, and thereforeS1 states should have relatively lon
lifetimes with respect to fluorescence~Sec. IV C!.

~6! In Tn←T1 absorption, the most noteworthy spectr
scopic consequence of intermolecular excimeric interacti
in the dimer is a red shift of the monomer absorption ban
and the appearance of an interchromophore CT band at lo
energy~Sec. IV D!.

~7! The interchromophored←s CT absorption, whose
intensity strongly increases with decreasing separation,
very useful probe of the interchromophore interaction in
excited state leading to excimer formation~Sec. IV D!.

~8! In an eclipsed dimer, the higher energy exciton co
ponent of each dimeric state, i.e., theg state, is repulsive
~Sec. IV B!. Photodecomposition or fragmentation of th
stable excimer can therefore occur via these repulsive exc
states, particularly if one lies near an absorbing state~Sec.
IV D !.

~9! The radiative transition probabilities are very sm
for triplet excimers with inversion symmetry. TheT1 andS0

states are both of gerade symmetry for dimers with a ce
of symmetry, which makes the phosphorescence doubly
bidden, i.e., spatially as well as spinwise~Sec. IV F!.

Results 1–4 have direct relevance to the questions
stability and preferred geometry of naphthalene triplet ex
mer. Since theT1 state of the dimer is stabilized by CT~in
addition to London dispersion forces!, the eclipsed and
crossed orientations may be preferred over other orientat
for the triplet excimer because they allow closer proxim
for the two monomers. However, there is considerable
certainty in the computed binding energy of theT1 state.
Indeed, the 1970 experiments by Chandross and Dempst33

which produced face-to-face dimers with monomerlike tr
let states, suggest that there may not be significant enha
ment of theT1 binding energy in the eclipsed conformatio

h
l-
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Result 5 likely explains the excimer emission lifetim
of Yanagidateet al.,32 who noted longerS1 radiative life-
times in eclipsed@4.4#naphthalenophanes than in tilte
@2.4#naphthalenophanes.

Result 6 is confirmed by experimental triplet-triplet a
sorption spectra of covalently bonded dimers34–36 which
compare very well with our smallest-R prediction of Fig. 8.
The Tn←T1 absorption spectrum of the naphthalene mo
mer at about 420 nm shifts to the red upon dimerization,
a new longer-wavelength absorption at about 600 nm
pears in the dimer spectra. The assignment of the 600
absorption to the interchromophore3d←3s CT transition
was first made by Ishikawaet al.,34 and is supported by the
fact that the corresponding singlet-singlet1d←1s transition
occurs at lower energy~;700 nm!,37,38 since this is consis-
tent with the near degeneracy of the CT singlet and trip
states~1d and 3d!, and the higher energy of the1s state
relative to 3s. The difference in the transition energies
consistent with the1s-3s electronic energy gap.

Result 7 is supported by the observation that covale
bonded dimers of naphthalene exhibiting excimer phosp
rescence all display the3d←3s CT absorption in the 500–
650 nm region, independent of the relative orientation of
two naphthalenes.36 The intermoiety CT absorption band ha
also been observed in the covalently bonded dimers
pyrene34 and biphenyl.39

Result 8 explains the experimental results of Saigu
Sun, and Lim,37,38 who observed photodissociation of th
singlet excimer at near-infrared wavelengths. The bright1d00

state of predominately CT character is the likely upper s
of the absorption, which then interconverts to the dissoc
tive 1g00 state, although it may just lend intensity to th
normally dark1g00 state and allow it to be accessed direct
The assignment of a CT state as the infrared-absorbing
was made by Katohet al.40 for singlet excimer of naphtha
lene and other aromatic hydrocarbons, based on the app
mate correlation between the transition energy and the
ference between the estimated energy of the CT state an
energy of the excimer singlet state.

Result 9 might be contributing to the reduced phosp
rescence intensity seen in work on naphthalenophane
Schweitzeret al.41 It may also account for the interestin
observation of Shizuka and co-workers35 that syn-
@3.4#~1,5!naphthalenophane does not apparently phosp
resce in rigid glass at 77 K, despite the fact that the co
pound displays the intermoiety CT absorption characteri
of a naphthalene triplet excimer. It is possible that ear
reports of monomeric phosphorescence from a sandw
dimer and naphthalenophanes are related to distortion
noncentrosymmetric conformations or interplanar sepa
tions too large for an effective intermoiety interaction lea
ing to excimer formation. These experimental results sho
be reanalyzed again, however, once the effects of the in
chromophore covalent connections are studied.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have applied standard quantum chemistry techniq
in a nonstandard way to obtain much useful information
the excited states of naphthalene dimer. We have been
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to provide plots correlating electronic state energies of
dimers, at various monomer orientations and values ofR, for
the first time. We have also correlated the electronic exc
tions of the dimeric species to those of the monomers. Th
results should be valuable resources for understanding
perimental results of the past, present, and future.

Many results are relevant to triplet excimers. Unlike t
singlet excimer, which is bound by both exciton resonan
and CT resonance, triplet excimers should be bound only
CT resonance. As a result, they are predicted to be less s
than their singlet excimer counterparts, and more prone
adopting other orientations, rather like the ground st
dimer. Eclipsed or crossed orientations are expected to
preferred, however, since these afford a closer approach
stronger CT benefits. The exciton splitting of the3s and3g
states is nontrivial at bonding distances, commensurate
the weak exciton splitting of the1Lb state.

The appearance of an additional CT band inTn←T1 and
Sn←S1 spectra is predicted here, and the actual state ass
ment is made here for several experimental spectra of
valently bonded naphthalene dimers. The assignment of
3d00←3s00 CT band verifies that interchromophore intera
tion is quite likely in theT1(3s00) state. The1d00←1s00 CT
band is shown to provide a route to the dissociative1g00 state
via IR absorption of the singlet excimer, because the1d00

and 1g00 states are so close in energy at singlet excim
geometries.

A state-counting scheme has been presented forT1 ra-
diative and nonradiative decay, which seems to account
T1 radiative-decay polarization results andT1 nonradiative-
decay triplet-sublevel results of naphthalene monomer.
applied this scheme toT1 decay of the dimers, and found
strong orientation dependence on radiative decay, but no
nonradiative decay. In particular,T1 phosphorescence is for
bidden for naphthalene dimers with a center of inversi
such as eclipsed, conrotated, and symmetrically-pucke
dimers.
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